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Magic, Dragons, & Swords

Readers who are part of the **Guild of Magic, Dragons, & Swords** love books with, well...magic, dragons, and swords! Fantasy worlds with fantasy creatures are your favorite, and you are on a quest for adventure and escape.

This list helps **Magic, Dragons, & Swords** readers find books they like who also want to learn more about bugs.

- *Fly Frenzy* by Ali Sparkes
- *Beetle Boy* by M. G. Leonard
- *Beetle Blast* by Ali Sparkes
- *Butterfly Battle* by Nancy White
- *Grasshopper Magic* by Lynn Jonell
- *Sylvia Long’s Thumbelina* by Sylvia Long
- *Gregor the Overlander* by Suzanne Collins
- *Bug Girl* by Benjamin Harper
- *Super Fly vs. Furious Flea* by Todd H. Doodler
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